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I have a couple of acorn crafts that I need to get out of my system. I am going to call them fall crafts and not
Christmas, but I guess you could use them for Christmas as well. But I want to make fall feel special too and
not just ignored between Halloween and Thanksgiving.

So here is to you fall!

I am on a bit of an acorn kick this fall. Allow me to demonstrate. I made these in my clay class for my Christmas
tree.
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But back to the gift wrap.

Print out the oak gift wrap and trim off the edges - unless you have a printer that prints all the way out to the
edges. Cut out the two pieces for the acorn and glue it together. Punch a hole in it if you want.
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Needless to say this is for small gifts. However, I was easily able to wrap a gift box of this size.

I wrapped the gift with twine (similar).

Acorn gift wrap

Download here for free - for personal use.

Free Download

This is a free download for personal use. You may not sell this download or offer it on your site without my prior written
permission.

Some SVG files in this download have score lines. Here is a tutorial for how to handle score lines in SVGs.

If you have any suggestions for SVG projects you would like me to make in the future, please let me know
in the comments.
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Some blog posts contain affiliate links to products I use.
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More information

This article: Acorn gift wrap and tag first appeared on http://ahomeforcrafts.com.
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